OUR CHIEF TOOL DESIGNER IS YOU
I have been very proud to hold the title of Chief Tool Designer for fifteen years.
Lately, I
started to have second thoughts. Maybe you are the real Chiefs, not me. All my brilliant
ideas seem to have originated with you.
A Benz Mechanic once told me that no cutter on
the market could cut their new fiber reinforced radiator hose. (One straight hose near the
bottom of the engine does not come pre‐fabricated). I ended up patenting a powerful cutter
design, not only used by auto repair shops, but also in truck stops, marine maintenance outfits
and various other industries. A repair shop owner once showed me how difficult a buried
spring lock on a hose was to reach and pull. That conversation led to my patented angle
disconnect tool design. Several mechanics complained that their good looking crowfoots
sometimes didn’t work so well. The jaws were too thick to fit on some nuts and the little
dents inside the square drive didn’t do a good job holding the extension bars well. I ended up
redesigning all four crowfoot sets in our line. You are also the reason that we have re‐tooled
our angle wrench sets, with the right angles and thinner jaws. V8’s mighty worm flexible
magnetic pick‐up tool is the answer to your wishes for a very powerful and very small magnetic
head on a very long flexible wire... Our new Gorilla Bar was the idea of a good friend, a tool
wholesaler on the west coast. My job was to translate his idea into a marketable tool. I
could just go on and on. In short, you are the real chief designers of this company. My job is
to make the tools you wish for.
So, Mr. Chief Designer. Tell me what you wish to see. All of us at V8 Tools will try our best.
Wen

